Story
An elder brother INQ and a little sister SUQ are twin
daemons eating human dreams. They are especially
fond of hunting NIGHTMARE ordinary citizens
Instructions

subliminally generate. Tonight here comes their
invisible hot battle above city lights!

System Requirement
This software is for MSX with 16KB RAM or higher.
Joypad connected to port-1 or 2 is available. You just
have to make use of only trigger-A. Trigger B is also
functional as same as trigger-A.
This program automatically distinguish VSYNC by reading
IDBYTE(002Bh) and adjust its own speed. It may show an
unexpected result if IDBYTE discords from VSYNC.

How to play
1.

How to control INQ

You control INQ; a sky blue daemon, by using

1.

cursor keys or a joypad.
2.

INQ flies to the direction you input by your
control device.

Catch dreams, white bubbles from the city light,
and INQ will increase his flying speed.

3.

Push a trigger, and you will use mystic powers;
shooting magic arrows or deploying magic shield.

2.

Make use of them to hold off enemies and a rival.
4.

Push a trigger and soon release it, and INQ will
shoot a magic arrow.

A large boss called NIGHTMARE is waiting for
you at last half of each night. You have to give
more

5.

hits

than

SUQ

does.

As

beating

3.

Hold a trigger, and INQ deploys a magic shield. It

NIGHTMARE off with keeping your advantage,

prevents enemies' body attack. Furthermore it

you can go to the next NIGHT.

destroy not only enemies bullet but also

The game will be over if you let NIGHTMARE
get away or SUQ seals her advantage.

precious dreams.

NIGHTMARE
It appears in the end of each NIGHT. You must beat

Count Dracula the Vampire

it off and give more than seven damages at least to
win against SUQ. Furthermore, keep more than 3
levels of speed during the battle, or it will run away
and the game will be over.
Grim Reaper
Jack-o’-Lantern
Dragon
Witchcraft

Dullahan
Satan

TRICKS
Warp Gate
Go through the warp gate
often appears, and you will get
maximum speed.
Body Attack
If you're on the right side as making body contact
with SUQ, you will rob her a level of speed.
Amplified Cannon
Receive SUQ’s shot in your back while deploying
magic shield, you will shoot amplified cannon.

Caution: SUQ also uses these tricks against you!!
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